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7 Mar 2017 

RESTAURANT GROUP (RTN): 327p  
FY Numbers: 53w to 1 Jan 17 
 

Poor (but expected numbers). No jam today. Group says 2017 will 
be a year of transition, recovery H2-weighted but dividend held… 
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The Restaurant Group has this morning released full year numbers to 1 Jan 
2017 and our comments are set out below: 
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·  Group says total revenue rose by 3.7% to £710.7m. LfL sales, however, 
fell by 3.9% over the year as a whole and by 5.9% in Q4.  

·  Recent sales trends shown below:  

Tab.1. Restaurant Group Recent LfL Sales’ Trends: 
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Recent News Here:  

·  Today's email 

·  Recent emails 

·  A day in the life... 

·  Who we are, what we 
do... 

·  Upcoming news-flow 

·  Recent company updates  

·  Thematic pieces 

·  LinkedIn profile  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market Cap: £658m 
12m range 256p – 543p 
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   Source: Company Reports 

·  Restaurant Group has today reported FY numbers saying that sales rose by 3.7% to £710.7m 

·  LfL sales, however, were down by 3.9% in the year and by 5.9% in Q4. This data was pre-
announced on 25 Jan.  

·  The group has held its dividend at 17.4p for the full year. Chairman Debbie Hewitt says ‘the 
Board will revisit the previous policy of two times EPS cover at the appropriate time.’ 

·  Adjusted PBT was down by 11.2% at £77.1m 

·  The group has put through an exceptional charge of £116.7m ‘primarily reflecting site 
closures, asset value impairments and provision for onerous leases.’ 

·  Adjusted EPS is also 11.2% lower at 30.0p. EBITDA is down by 5.5% at £121m 
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·  RTN reports ‘we have completed the strategic reviews of our brands.’ 

·  It says ‘while there is much work to do, we are confident in our plan to turnaround the 
business’ 

·  The group aims to ‘re-establish the competitiveness of our Leisure brands, serve our 
customers better and more efficiently, grow our Pubs and Concessions businesses [and] build 
a leaner, faster and more focused organisation.’ 

·  The above would serve the company well. Execution will be the issue 

·  The group has slowed its roll-out of leisure sites 

·  Re the outlook, group says ‘during 2017, the Group will face well documented external cost 
pressures’.  

·  Jam not today. It says ‘we expect the trading performance of the business in the first half of 
2017 to remain difficult but anticipate momentum improving towards the end of this 
transitional year as our initiatives start to take effect.’ 
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·  RTN says this was a ‘challenging trading year across the Leisure brands; good performance 
from Pubs and Concessions.’  

·  CEO Andy McCue reports ‘having completed the strategic reviews of our brands, we are now 
pursuing a new and focused plan to turnaround and grow the business.’ 

·  He says ‘TRG has significant scale advantages, a diverse portfolio of brands with strong 
brand awareness and is highly cash generative.’ 

·  Mr McCue reports ‘however, there is much to change in our Leisure businesses to provide 
customers with better value and an improved experience while, at the same time, ensuring we 
continue to grow our Pubs and Concessions businesses.’ 

·  Overall ‘it will take time to effect the scale of change required and for customers to respond 
but I'm proud of how our colleagues are rising to the challenge.’ 
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·  Re balance sheet, net debt fell by £0.1m in the year to £28.3m 
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·  The dividend has been held. That may or may not have been the right thing to do. Cutting the 
dividend would have provided cash & sent a message. This was maybe (at least for this 
management) a ‘once-only’ opportunity. 

·  Much now depends on execution. The massive provisions should ensure that closed units do 
not impact the P&L – but they will impact cash-flow.  

·  The opening programme has been slowed. The group says ‘we expect to open between 16 to 
20 units in 2017 with associated capital expenditure of between £16m-£20m.’ 

·  Many of the changes have margin and cost implications. The trajectory for profits may be – 
even if things go well – somewhat lower than previously hoped.  

·  Current trading (no numbers given) is ‘in line with our expectations.’ The group says ‘2017 will 
be a transitional year for the business, given the significant change underway and the 
substantial investment in price and marketing. We anticipate momentum improving towards 
the end of the year as our initiatives start to take effect.’ 

·  Recovery is anticipated to be H2 weighted. In truth, it could be longer before tangible signs of 
growth re-appear.  
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Date Event  
Aug 2014  Andrew Page retires from role at CEO 
Aug 2014  Danny Breithaupt appointed CEO 
Jan 2016 Profit warning 
March 2016  Profit warning 
April 2016  Profit warning 
April 2016  Stephen Critoph steps down as CFO 
May 2016 Debbie Hewitt appointed chairman 
May 2016 Alan Jackson retires as chairman 
June 2016  Barry Nightingale appointed CFO 
Aug 2016  Danny Breithaupt resigns as CEO 
Aug 2016  Andy McCue appointed CEO 
Jan 2017 Profit warning 

 

Langton Comment:  RTN guided as to its poor sales on 25 Jan. The provisions were large but should 
have been anticipated. The dividend has not been cut. Where this will be place on the ‘bravado vs 
confidence’ spectrum will become clear over time. 

It is to be hoped that there will be no further closures. Closed units have been provided against (a la 
Spirit etc.) but cash costs will continue.  

Coast to Coast, previously seen as an area of growth, has seen ‘extreme declines in LfL sales’. The 
brand will be ‘re-positioned’ towards burgers & steaks. Not shut down, then. 

The valuation is in flux.  

Looking on the brighter side, Restaurant Group’s pubs continue to trade well.  

And the group has little debt though it must incorporate the capital liability of leases from FY19 and its 
fixed charge cover was only around 2x – and that was before material cuts to forecasts.  
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The word avoid still comes to mind.  

Short term news flow is likely to be negative. Certainly, comps are becoming easier but, as mentioned 
above, price cuts will hit LfL sales and these and also cost increases will impact margins. Execution is 
key & the competition will not stand idly by whilst RTN gets its house back in order.  

Contact – Mark Brumby - +44(0)20 7702 3389 

mark.brumby@langtoncapital.co.uk 
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